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**STRONGLY CENTRAL SETS AND SETS OF POLYNOMIAL
RETURNS MOD 1**

VITALY BERGELSON, NEIL HINDMAN, AND DONA STRAUSS

Abstract. Central sets in \( \mathbb{N} \) were introduced by Furstenberg and are known to have substantial combinatorial structure. For example, any central set contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions, all finite sums of distinct terms of an infinite sequence, and solutions to all partition regular systems of homogeneous linear equations. We introduce here the notions of strongly central and very strongly central, which is as the names suggest are strictly stronger than the notion of central. They are also strictly stronger than syndetic, which in the case of \( \mathbb{N} \) means that gaps are bounded.

Given \( x \in \mathbb{R} \), let \( w(x) = x - \lfloor x + \frac{1}{2} \rfloor \). Kronecker’s Theorem says that if \( 1, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_v \) are linearly independent over \( \mathbb{Q} \) and \( U \) is a nonempty open subset of \( (-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})^v \), then \( \{ x \in \mathbb{N} \colon (w(\alpha_1 x), \ldots, w(\alpha_v x)) \in U \} \) is nonempty and Weyl showed that this set has positive density. We show here that if \( \mathcal{U} \) is in the closure of \( U \), then this set is strongly central. More generally, let \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_v \) be real polynomials with zero constant term. We show that \( \{ x \in \mathbb{N} \colon (w(P_1(x)), \ldots, w(P_v(x))) \in U \} \) is nonempty for every open \( U \) with \( \mathcal{U} \in cU \) if and only if it is very strongly central for every such \( U \) and we show that these conclusions hold if and only if any nontrivial rational linear combination of \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_v \) has at least one irrational coefficient.

1. Introduction

In 1884 Kronecker [16] proved the theorem stated in the abstract. It is usually stated in terms of the fractional part of a real number \( x \), that is \( x - \lfloor x \rfloor \). We have moved the resulting interval down from \([0,1)\) to \((-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})\) (and deal with the function \( w(x) = x - \lfloor x + \frac{1}{2} \rfloor \)) because we are concerned with sets that are close to zero in the circle group \( T = \mathbb{R}/\mathbb{Z} \) and it is more convenient to talk about the interval \((-\epsilon, \epsilon)\) than the corresponding \([0, \epsilon) \cup (1-\epsilon, 1) \subset [0,1)\). One can show that if \( 1, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_v \) are linearly independent over \( \mathbb{Q} \) and \( U \) is a nonempty open subset of \((-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})^v \), then \( \{ x \in \mathbb{N} \colon (w(\alpha_1 x), \ldots, w(\alpha_v x)) \in U \} \) has bounded gaps, and in fact is an IP* set. (See [3, Theorem 3.12].) A set \( A \subset \mathbb{N} \) is an IP set if and only if there exists a sequence \( x_{n_k} \) in \( \mathbb{N} \) such that \( FS(x_{n_k}) = A \) where \( FS(x_{n_k}) = \{ \sum_{n \in F} x_n : F \in P \} \), and for any set \( X \), \( ID(X) \) is the set of finite nonempty subsets of \( X \). The same definition applies to an arbitrary semigroup \((S,+),(0,+)\). (We denote the operation by + because we shall be mostly concerned with subsemigroups of \( \mathbb{R} \) under addition, but we do not assume that \( S \) is commutative.)
In the expression \( \sum_{n \in F} x_n \), the sum is taken in increasing order of indices.) A set is an IP* set if and only if it meets every IP* set, equivalently, its complement is not an IP set. And a subset \( A \) of \( S \) is an IP* set if and only if it is an IP* set or there is some \( x \in S \) such that \(-x + A\) is an IP* set, where \(-x + A = \{ y \in S : x + y \in A \} \).

(In spite of the + subscript, IP*+ is a weaker property than IP*.)

A subset \( A \) of \( \mathbb{N} \) is thick if and only if it contains arbitrarily long blocks of integers and is syndetic if an only if there is a bound on the gaps of \( A \). More generally, a subset \( A \) of a discrete semigroup \((S, +)\) is thick if and only if for every finite subset \( F \) of \( S \), there is some \( x \in S \) such that \( F + x \subseteq A \). And \( A \) is syndetic if and only if there is a finite subset \( F \) of \( S \) for which \( S = \bigcup_{t \in F} (-t + A) \). Thus, \( A \) is syndetic if and only if \( S \setminus A \) is not thick. It is easy to see that any thick set is an IP set and consequently that any IP* set is syndetic.

For subsets of a commutative semigroup, the properties of being thick and syndetic are both upward and downward translation invariant, that is if \( A \) has one of these properties and \( t \in S \), then \( t + A \) and \(-t + A \) also have that same property. The properties IP and IP* are not translation invariant. (The even integers are IP* while the odd integers do not contain any \( \{ x, y, x + y \} \).) Notice that, as a consequence of the above discussion, any IP* set is syndetic. (In fact, by [3, Theorem 2.20], the property of being an IP* set in \( \mathbb{N} \) is strictly stronger than being syndetic.)

What was actually established in [3, Theorem 3.12] is that the set in question is not just an IP* set, but has a much stronger property, namely that all downward translates by members of the given set yield an IP* set.

**Theorem 1.1.** Let \( v \in \mathbb{N} \) and assume that \( 1, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_v \) are linearly independent over \( \mathbb{Q} \). Let \( U \) be an open subset of \((-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})^v\) and let

\[
A = \{ x \in \mathbb{N} : (w(\alpha_1 x), w(\alpha_2 x), \ldots, w(\alpha_v x)) \in U \}.
\]

Then for every \( x \in A \), \(-x + A\) is an IP* set.

The following two polynomial variations on the theme of Kronecker have a direct relation to the main result of this paper.

**Theorem 1.2.** (See [3, Theorem 3.15].) Let \( v \in \mathbb{N} \) and let \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_v \) be real polynomials and let \( U \) be a nonempty open subset of \((-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})^v\). Assume that any nontrivial linear combination of \( \{ P_u : u \in \{ 1, 2, \ldots, v \} \} \) over \( \mathbb{Q} \) has at least one irrational coefficient. Then \( \{ x \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(x)), w(P_2(x)), \ldots, w(P_v(x))) \in U \} \) is an IP* set.

**Theorem 1.3.** Let \( v \in \mathbb{N} \) and let \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_v \) be real polynomials with zero constant term. Let \( U \) be a neighborhood of \( \mathbf{0} \) in \((-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})^v\) and let

\[
A = \{ x \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(x)), w(P_2(x)), \ldots, w(P_v(x))) \in U \}.
\]

Then \( A \) is an IP* set.

**Proof.** [12, Theorem 2.19]. (This is also a special case of [7, Theorem D].) \( \square \)

We deal in this paper with an assumption about \( U \) which is midway between the assumptions of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. That is, we shall assume that \( \mathbf{0} \) is in the closure of \( U \). We cannot, of course, hope to get a conclusion that \( A \) is an IP* set since there are many disjoint open sets \( U \) with \( \mathbf{0} \in cU \). (It is easy to see, using the algebraic characterization of IP* which we will present below, that the intersection
of two IP* sets is an IP* set.) What we do obtain is that, with the same assumption on the polynomials as in Theorem 1.2, A is very strongly central. (And we show that that assumption is necessary.)

To describe the central, strongly central and very strongly central properties, we shall need to pause and briefly introduce the algebraic structure of the Stone-Čech compactification βS of a discrete semigroup (S, +). Given any discrete semigroup S we take βS to be the set of ultrafilters on S, identifying the points of S with the principal ultrafilters. The topology on βS has a basis consisting of \{cℓA : A ⊆ S\}, where cℓA = \{p ∈ βS : A ∈ p\}. The operation on S extends to βS, making βS a right topological semigroup with S contained in its topological center. That is, for each p ∈ βS, the function \(ρ_p : βS → βS\) is continuous where for q ∈ βS, \(ρ_p(q) = q + p\). And, for each x ∈ S, the function \(λ_x : βS → βS\) is continuous where for q ∈ βS, \(λ_x(q) = x + q\). (In spite of the fact that we are denoting the extension by +, the operation on βS is very unlikely to be commutative. The center of \((βN, +)\) is N.) Given p and q in βS and A ⊆ S, A ∈ p + q if and only if \(\{x ∈ S : −x + A ∈ q\} ∈ p\). See [2], [3], [4], or [15] for an introduction to the algebraic structure of βS and for unfamiliar facts about the structure of βS encountered here, with the caution that the first three references take βS to be left topological rather than right topological.

Any compact right topological semigroup has idempotents [11, Lemma 1]. A set A ⊆ S is an IP set if and only if A is a member of an idempotent in βS. (For the equivalence with the elementary definition given earlier, see [15, Theorem 5.12].) Consequently, A is an IP* set if and only if it is a member of every idempotent in βS.

Central subsets of \(\mathbb{N}\) were introduced by Furstenberg in [12] and were defined in terms of notions of topological dynamics. In [5] an equivalent characterization in terms of the algebra of \(β\mathbb{N}\) was established (with the assistance of B. Weiss). We take that characterization to be the definition. In order to present it, we need to describe a little more about the algebra of βS. Any compact right topological semigroup T has a smallest two sided ideal \(K(T)\) which is the union of all of the minimal left ideals and is also the union of all of the minimal right ideals. The intersection of any minimal left ideal with any minimal right ideal is a group. In particular, there are idempotents in \(K(T)\). Such idempotents are called minimal. A subset \(L\) of \(T\) is a minimal left ideal if and only if \(L = T + p\) for some minimal idempotent \(p\).

**Definition 1.4.** Let S be a discrete semigroup. A set A ⊆ S is central if and only if A is a member of some minimal idempotent.

From the definition it is immediate that if \(\mathbb{N}\) is divided into finitely many sets, at least one of these is central. Central subsets of \(\mathbb{N}\) have substantial combinatorial properties, which are consequences of the original Central Sets Theorem [12, Proposition 8.21]. (A stronger version can be found in [10].) For example, as mentioned in the abstract, given any partition regular system of homogeneous linear equations with integer coefficients, a solution can be found in any central set. In fact, there are countably many such systems. If they are enumerated, one may find a solution set for each system with the property that any sum of finitely many terms chosen from distinct solution sets lie in a given central set. See Chapters 14 through 16 of [15] for more examples of the structure that can be found in any central set.
A subset $A$ of $\mathbb{N}$ is \textit{piecewise syndetic} if and only if there exists $k \in \mathbb{N}$ such that $\bigcup_{t=1}^{k}(-t + A)$ is thick. These sets are interesting because they are precisely the sets whose closure meets $K(\beta\mathbb{N})$. It is a consequence of [15, Theorem 4.43] that $A$ is piecewise syndetic if and only if it is a translate of a central subset of $\mathbb{N}$.

In Section 2 we will introduce the notions of \textit{strongly central} and \textit{very strongly central} subsets of $S$ and show that these notions satisfy the implications suggested by their names.

Our main result is the following theorem, which we will prove in Section 3.

**Theorem 3.2.** Let $v \in \mathbb{N}$ and for $u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}$, let $P_u$ be a polynomial with real coefficients and zero constant term. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) Whenever $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ with $\emptyset \in \text{c}U$,\[ \{x \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(x)), w(P_2(x)), \ldots, w(P_v(x))) \} \in U\} \text{ is very strongly central.} \]

(b) Whenever $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ with $\emptyset \in \text{c}U$,\[ \{x \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(x)), w(P_2(x)), \ldots, w(P_v(x))) \} \in U\} \text{ is strongly central.} \]

(c) Whenever $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ with $\emptyset \in \text{c}U$,\[ \{x \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(x)), w(P_2(x)), \ldots, w(P_v(x))) \} \in U\} \text{ is central.} \]

(d) Whenever $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ with $\emptyset \in \text{c}U$,\[ \{x \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(x)), w(P_2(x)), \ldots, w(P_v(x))) \} \in U\} \neq \emptyset. \]

(e) Any nontrivial linear combination of $\{P_u : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}\}$ over $\mathbb{Q}$ has at least one irrational coefficient.

We want to thank the referee for a very helpful report which led to substantial improvements in the paper.

2. \textbf{Strongly and very strongly central sets}

Most of the results in this section are valid for an arbitrary semigroup. We shall denote the semigroup operation by $+$ because we wish to apply the results of this section to $(\mathbb{N}, +)$. However, we are not assuming that $S$ is commutative.

**Definition 2.1.** Let $S$ be a discrete semigroup. A set $A \subseteq S$ is \textit{strongly central} if and only if for every minimal left ideal $L$ of $\beta S$, there is an idempotent in $\text{c}L \cap L$, that is, there is an idempotent $p \in L$ such that $A \in p$.

Since a set is central in $\mathbb{N}$ if and only if it is a member of an idempotent in \textit{some} minimal left ideal $L$ of $\beta \mathbb{N}$, and since there are $2^e$ minimal left ideals of $\beta \mathbb{N}$ [8], the assertion that a set is a member of an idempotent in \textit{every} minimal left ideal $L$ of $\beta \mathbb{N}$ is considerably stronger than the assertion that it is central. To see this, let $p$ be any idempotent in $K(\beta \mathbb{N})$ and let $L$ be a minimal left ideal of $\beta \mathbb{N}$ for which $p \notin L$. Since $L$ is closed, by [15, Corollary 2.6], there is a subset $A$ of $\mathbb{N}$ for which $A \in p$ and $L \cap \text{c}L = \emptyset$. So $A$ is central but not strongly central.

We have already noted that any $\mathbb{P}_1^*$ set is syndetic. It is also true that every strongly central set is syndetic. (By [6, Theorem 2.9], $A$ is syndetic if and only if for every left ideal $L$ of $\beta S$, $\text{c}L \cap L \neq \emptyset$, and thus $A$ is thick if and only if $\text{c}L$ contains a left ideal of $\beta S$.)

**Theorem 2.2.** Let $(S, +)$ be a semigroup, let $A$ be a strongly central subset of $S$, and let $B$ be a thick subset of $S$. Then $A \cap B$ is central.
Proof. By [6, Theorem 2.9(c)], there is a minimal left ideal $L$ of $\beta S$ such that $L \subseteq \text{cf}B$. Pick an idempotent $p \in L \cap \text{cf}A$. □

**Question 2.3.** Let $(S, +)$ be a semigroup and let $A \subseteq S$. If $A \cap B$ is central for every thick set $B$, must $A$ be strongly central?

As we have mentioned, central sets were originally defined by Furstenberg in terms of notions from topological dynamics. Specifically, the definition in [12] (for the semigroup $(\mathbb{N}, +)$), is condition (b) of Theorem 2.5, except that in [12] the space $X$ was assumed to be a metric space.

**Definition 2.4.**

1. A dynamical system is a pair $(X, (T_s)_{s \in S})$ such that
   (a) $X$ is a compact Hausdorff space;
   (b) $S$ is a semigroup;
   (c) for each $s \in S$, $T_s$ is a continuous function from $X$ to $X$; and
   (d) for all $s, t \in S$, $T_s \circ T_t = T_{s+t}$.

2. If $(X, (T_s)_{s \in S})$ is a dynamical system, a point $y \in X$ is uniformly recurrent if and only if for every neighborhood $U$ of $y$, $\{s \in S : T_s(y) \in U\}$ is syndetic.

3. If $(X, (T_s)_{s \in S})$ is a dynamical system, points $x$ and $y$ of $X$ are proximal if and only if there is a net $\langle s_\iota \rangle_{\iota \in I}$ in $S$ such that the nets $\langle T_s(x) \rangle_{\iota \in I}$ and $\langle T_s(y) \rangle_{\iota \in I}$ converge to the same point of $X$.

4. A dynamical system $(X, (T_s)_{s \in S})$ is minimal if and only if there does not exist a nonempty proper closed subset $Y$ of $X$ such that $T_s[Y] \subseteq Y$ for all $s \in S$.

5. If $X$ is a compact Hausdorff space and $T$ is a continuous function from $X$ to $X$, then $T$ is said to be a minimal transformation if and only if $(X, (T^n)_{n \in \mathbb{N}})$ is a minimal dynamical system.

As we mentioned in the introduction, the special case of the following theorem which has $S = \mathbb{N}$ was established in [5].

**Theorem 2.5.** Let $(S, +)$ be a semigroup and let $A \subseteq S$. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) $A$ is central.

(b) There exist a dynamical system, $(X, (T_s)_{s \in S})$, points $x$ and $y$ in $X$, and a neighborhood $U$ of $y$ in $X$, and a neighborhood $V$ of $x$ in $X$ such that $y$ is uniformly recurrent, $x$ and $y$ are proximal, and $A = \{s \in S : T_s(x) \in U\}$.

Proof. [18, Theorem 2.4]. Or see [15, Theorem 19.27]. □

We have a dynamical characterization of strongly central sets in terms of the following notion.

**Definition 2.6.** Let $\mathcal{A}$ be a family of subsets of the semigroup $(S, +)$. Then $\mathcal{A}$ has the thick finite intersection property if and only if any intersection of finitely many members of $\mathcal{A}$ is thick.

**Lemma 2.7.** Let $\mathcal{A}$ be a family of subsets of the semigroup $(S, +)$. Then $\mathcal{A}$ has the thick finite intersection property if and only if there is a left ideal $L$ of $\beta S$ such that $L \subseteq \bigcap_{A \in \mathcal{A}} \text{cf}A$. 

Proof. The sufficiency is trivial because a subset of \( S \) is thick if and only if its closure contains a left ideal of \( \beta S \).

For the necessity, let \( D = \mathcal{P}_f(S) \times \mathcal{P}_f(A) \) and direct \( D \) by agreeing that \((F, \mathcal{F}) \leq (F', \mathcal{F}')\) if and only if \( F \subseteq F' \) and \( \mathcal{F} \subseteq \mathcal{F}' \). For each \((F, \mathcal{F}) \in D\), we have that \( \bigcap \mathcal{F} \) is thick, so pick \( t_{(F,\mathcal{F})} \in S \) such that \( F + t_{(F,\mathcal{F})} \subseteq \bigcap \mathcal{F} \). Let \( q \) be a limit point of the net \( \langle t_{(F,\mathcal{F})} \rangle \). We claim that \( \beta S + q \subseteq \bigcap_{A \in A} \text{cl} A \) for which it suffices that \( S + q \subseteq \bigcap_{A \in A} \text{cl} A \), because \( \beta S + q = \text{cl}(S + q) \). So let \( s \in S \) and \( A \in A \) and suppose that \( s + q \notin \text{cl} A \). Let \( B = S \setminus A \). Then \( -s + B \in q \) so pick \((F, \mathcal{F}) \in D\) such that \( (F, \mathcal{F}) \geq (\{s\}, \{A\}) \) and \( t_{(F,\mathcal{F})} \in (-s + B) \). Then \( s \notin F \) so \( s + t_{(F,\mathcal{F})} \in \bigcap \mathcal{F} \subseteq A \) while \( s + t_{(F,\mathcal{F})} \in B \), a contradiction. \( \square \)

Recall that if \( p \in \beta S \) and \( \langle x_s \rangle_{s \in S} \) is an indexed family in the compact Hausdorff space \( X \), then \( \text{p-}\lim s x_s = y \) if and only if for every neighborhood \( U \) of \( y \), \( \{s \in S : x_s \in U\} \) is nonempty.

**Theorem 2.8.** Let \((S, +)\) be a semigroup and let \( B \subseteq S \). Then \( B \) is strongly central if and only if whenever \( A \) is a family of subsets of \( S \) with the thick finite intersection property and \( (X, \langle T_s \rangle_{s \in S}) \) is a dynamical system, there exists a point \( y \in X \) such that for each \( A \in A \) and each neighborhood \( U \) of \( y \), \( \{s \in A \cap B : T_s(y) \in U\} \neq \emptyset \).

**Proof.** Necessity. Let \( A \) and \((X, \langle T_s \rangle_{s \in S})\) be given. Pick by Lemma 2.7 a minimal left ideal \( L \) of \( \beta S \) such that \( L \subseteq \bigcap_{A \in A} \text{cl} A \) and pick an idempotent \( p \in L \cap \text{cl} B \). Pick any \( x \in X \) and let \( y = \text{p-}\lim_{s \in S} T_s(x) \). Then by [15, Theorem 19.11], \( \text{p-}\lim_{s \in S} T_s(y) = y \).

Let \( U \) be a neighborhood of \( y \). Then \( A \cap B \subseteq \text{cl} A \) and \( \{s \in S : T_s(y) \in U\} \) is a nonempty intersection of these three sets.

Sufficiency. Let \( L \) be a minimal left ideal of \( \beta S \). We shall show that there is an idempotent \( p \in L \cap \text{cl} B \). Let \( A = \{A \subseteq S : L \subseteq \text{cl} A\} \). By Lemma 2.7, \( A \) has the thick finite intersection property. By [15, Theorem 19.8], \((L, \langle \lambda_s \rangle_{s \in S})\) is a dynamical system, where \( \lambda_s \) is the restriction of \( \lambda_s \) to \( L \). Pick a point \( y \in L \) such that for each \( A \in A \) and each \( C \subseteq y \), \( \{s \in A \cap B : \lambda_s(y) \in \text{cl} C\} \neq \emptyset \).

Let \( D = A \times y \) and direct \( D \) by agreeing that \( (A, C) \leq (A', C') \) if and only if \( A' \subseteq A \) and \( C' \subseteq C \). For \((A, C) \in D \), pick a point \( b_{(A,C)} \in A \cap B \) such that \( b_{(A,C)} + y \in \text{cl} C \). Let \( p \) be a limit point of the net \( \langle b_{(A,C)} \rangle_{(A,C) \in D} \). Since each \( b_{(A,C)} \in B \), \( p \in \text{cl} B \). Since \( p \) is in every clopen neighborhood of \( L \), \( p \in L \). Since \( p + y \in \text{cl} B \), \( p \) is an idempotent.

Since \( p \in L \subseteq K(\beta S) \), pick a minimal right ideal \( R \) of \( \beta S \) such that \( p \in R \). Then \( y = p + y \in p + \beta S = R \), so \( p \) and \( y \) are in the group \( R \cap L \). Since \( p = p + y \), \( p \) is an idempotent.

We shall use the statements in the following theorem to define \textit{very strongly central} sets. Notice the similarity between statement (a) and Furstenberg’s original definition of \textit{central}.

**Theorem 2.9.** Let \( S \) be a semigroup and let \( M \subseteq S \). The following statements are equivalent.

(a) There exist a minimal dynamical system \( (X, \langle T_s \rangle_{s \in S}) \) an open subset \( U \) of \( X \) and a point \( y \in \text{cl} U \) such that \( \{s \in S : T_s(y) \in U\} = M \).

(b) For every minimal left ideal \( L \) of \( \beta S \) there exist an open subset \( V \) of \( L \) and a point \( p \in \text{cl} V \) such that \( \{s \in S : s + p \in V\} = M \).
(c) There exist a minimal left ideal $L$ of $\beta S$, an open subset $V$ of $L$, and a point $p \in c\ell V$ such that $\{s \in S : s+p \in V\} = M$.

(d) For every minimal left ideal $L$ of $\beta S$ there exist an open subset $V$ of $L$ and an idempotent $q \in c\ell V$ such that $\{s \in S : s+q \in V\} \in q$ and $\{s \in S : s+q \in V\} = M$.

(e) There exist a minimal left ideal $L$ of $\beta S$, an open subset $V$ of $L$, and an idempotent $q \in c\ell V$ such that $\{s \in S : s+q \in V\} \in q$ and $\{s \in S : s+q \in V\} = M$.

(f) There is a minimal idempotent $q$ in $\beta S$ such that $M \in q$ and for all $a \in M$ and all $x \in \beta S$, if $a + q = x + q$, then $M \in x$.

Proof. By [15, Lemma 19.6], if $L$ is a minimal left ideal of $\beta S$ and for $s \in S$, $\lambda_s$ is the restriction of $\lambda_s$ to $L$, then $(L, \langle \lambda_s \rangle_{s \in S})$ is a minimal dynamical system, so $(e) \Rightarrow (a)$. The implications $(d) \Rightarrow (e)$, $(d) \Rightarrow (b)$, $(e) \Rightarrow (c)$, and $(b) \Rightarrow (e)$ are all trivial. We shall show that $(a) \Rightarrow ((e))$ and $(f) \Rightarrow (c)$.

To see that $(a) \Rightarrow ((e))$, we let $M$ be a minimal right ideal of $\beta S$. (For the proof of $(e)$ we are taking $L$ to be arbitrary. For the proof of $(f)$ we are using the fact that $\beta S$ has a minimal ideal.)

For $s \in S$, let $\lambda'_s$ be the restriction of $\lambda_s$ to $L$. By [21, Theorem 19.8], there is a continuous surjective $\varphi : L \to X$ such that for all $s \in S$, $T_s \circ \varphi = \varphi \circ \lambda'_s$.

Let $C = c\ell \varphi^{-1}[U]$. Then $\varphi[C]$ is a closed subset of $X$ containing $U$ so $c\ell U \subseteq \varphi[C]$ and therefore $y \in \varphi[C]$. Pick $p \in C$ such that $y = \varphi(p)$. Let $T = \varphi^{-1}[U]$. Then $T$ is an open subset of $L$ and $p \in c\ell T$.

Let $q$ be the identity of $L \cap (p + \beta S)$. (By [15, Theorem 2.9], $p + \beta S$ is a maximal right ideal of $\beta S$ so by [15, Theorem 2.7(d)], $L \cap (p + \beta S)$ is a group.) Let $\tau$ be the restriction of $p$ to $L$. By [15, Theorem 2.11(c)], $\tau$ is a homeomorphism from $L$ onto $L$. Let $V = \tau^{-1}[T]$. Then $V$ is open in $L$ and $q \in c\ell V$.

We claim that for every $A \subseteq S$ such that $L \subseteq c\ell A$, $A + q$ is dense in $L$. To see this, let $u \in L$ and let $B \subseteq A$. We claim that $c\ell B \cap (A + q) \neq \emptyset$. Since $L = L + q$, pick $v \in L$ such that $u = v + q$. Then $\{x \in S : -x + B \subseteq q\} \in v$. Also $A \subseteq A$ so pick $x \in A$ such that $-x + B \subseteq q$. Then $x + q \in (A + q) \cap c\ell B$.

Let $D = \{(A, W) : A \subseteq S, L \subseteq c\ell A$, $W$ is an open neighborhood of $q$ in $L\}$. For $(A, W) \in D$, we have that $V \cap N \cap (A + q) \neq \emptyset$. Pick $s(A, W) \in A$ such that $s(A, W) + q \in W \cap N$. Direct $D$ by agreeing that $(A, W) \leq (A', W')$ if and only if $A' \subseteq A$ and $W' \subseteq W$ and let $v$ be a cluster point of the net $(s(A, W))_{(A, W) \in D}$ in $\beta S$. Then $v \in c\ell A$ for every $A \subseteq S$ for which $L \subseteq c\ell A$ so, since $L = \bigcap\{c\ell A : A \subseteq S$, $L \subseteq c\ell A\}$, $v \in L$. Also $v + q \in c\ell W$ for every open neighborhood $W$ of $q$, so $v + q = q$.

Since $v + q = q$ we have that $v$ and $q$ are in the same minimal right ideal. Since also $v \in L$ we have that $v$ is in the group $L \cap (v + \beta S)$, of which $q$ is the identity, and so $v = q$. That is, we have that the net $(s(A, W))_{(A, W) \in D}$ clusters at $q$. (In fact, we have just shown that it converges to $q$.)

Let $B = \{s \in S : s + q \in V\}$. For each $(A, W) \in D$, $s(A, W) \in B$, so $q \in c\ell B$ and thus $B \subseteq q$. To complete the proof, we show that $B = \{s \in S : T_s(y) \in U\} = M$. Let $s \in S$. Then

$$T_s(y) = T_s(\varphi(p)) = \varphi(\lambda'_s(p)) = \varphi(s + p) = \varphi(s + q + q) = (\varphi \circ \tau)(s + q).$$

Since $V = (\varphi \circ \tau)^{-1}[U]$, we have that $T_s(y) \in U$ if and only if $s + q \in V$. Thus $(e)$ has been established.
To complete the proof of (f), let \( b \in B \) and \( x \in \beta S \) and assume that \( b+q = x+q \). Then \( x + q \in V \) which is open in \( L \), so pick \( A \subseteq S \) such that \( x + q \in \text{cl}A \) and \( \text{cl}A \cap L \subseteq V \). Then \( \{ s \in S : -s + A \in q \} \subseteq x \) so it suffices to show that \( \{ s \in S : -s + A \in q \} \subseteq B \). So let \( s \in S \) such that \( -s + A \in q \). Then \( s + q \in \text{cl}A \cap L \) so \( s + q \in B \) and thus \( s \in B \).

Finally we show that \((f) \Rightarrow (c)\) so pick \( q \) as guaranteed by (f). Let \( L = \beta S + q \) and let \( V = L \setminus (\text{cl}(S \setminus M) + q) \). Then \( V \) is open since \( \text{cl}(S \setminus M) + q \) is the continuous image of a compact set. We claim that \( M + q \subseteq V \). To this end, let \( s \in M \) and suppose that \( s + q \notin V \). Then \( s + q = x + q \) for some \( x \in \text{cl}(S \setminus M) \). But by our assumption, \( M \in x \), a contradiction. Since \( M + q \subseteq V \), we have that \( \{ s \in S : s + q \in V \} = M \). To see that \( q \in \text{cl}V \), let \( A \in q \). Then \( \{ s \in S : -s + A \in q \} \subseteq q \), since \( q \) is an idempotent, so pick \( s \in M \) such that \( -s + A \in q \). Then \( s + q \in \text{cl}A \cap (M + q) \) and so \( \text{cl}A \cap V \neq \emptyset \). \( \square \)

The set of sets satifying the conditions of Theorem 2.9 is not closed under passage to supersets. (Clearly for \( S = \mathbb{N} \), \( 2\mathbb{N} \) satisfies these conditions – any minimal idempotent will satisfy statement (f).) However \( 2\mathbb{N} \cup \{1\} \) does not satisfy these statements – if \( q \) is any idempotent, then \( 1 + q = (1 + q) + q \), but \( 2\mathbb{N} \cup \{1\} \notin 1 + q \) \( \). Since we want very strongly central to be a reasonable notion of largeness, we define it so that it is closed under passage to supersets.

**Definition 2.10.** Let \( S \) be a discrete semigroup. A set \( A \subseteq S \) is very strongly central if and only if there is a set \( M \subseteq S \) which satisfies (any of) the statements of Theorem 2.9 with \( M \subseteq A \).

**Theorem 2.11.** Let \( S \) be a discrete semigroup and let \( A \) be a very strongly central subset of \( S \). Then there is a minimal right ideal \( R \) of \( \beta S \) such that \( A \) is a member of every idempotent in \( R \). In particular, \( A \) is strongly central.

**Proof.** Pick \( M \subseteq A \) and a minimal idempotent \( q \in \beta S \) such that for all \( a \in M \) and all \( x \in \beta S \), if \( a + q = x + q \), then \( M \subseteq x \). Let \( R = q + \beta S \). Then \( R \) is a minimal right ideal of \( \beta S \). Let \( p \) be an idempotent in \( R \). Then \( R = p + \beta S \). Thus \( q + p = p \) and \( p + q = q \). Therefore, for every \( a \in M \), \( a + p + q = a + q \), so for every \( a \in M \), \( M \subseteq a + p \). Therefore \( M \subseteq \{ s \in S : -s + M \subseteq p \} \) so \( M \subseteq q + p = p \).

For the “in particular” conclusion, let \( L \) be a minimal left ideal of \( \beta S \) and pick an idempotent \( p \in L \cap R \). \( \square \)

**Question 2.12.** Let \( S \) be a discrete semigroup and let \( A \) be a subset of \( S \) such that there is some minimal right ideal \( R \) of \( \beta S \) with the property that \( A \) is a member of every idempotent in \( R \). Must \( A \) be very strongly central?

Finally, we turn our attention to strongly central subsets of \( \mathbb{N} \). It is a consequence of [14, Corollary 2.13] that any central subset of \( \mathbb{N} \) contains countably many pairwise disjoint central subsets of \( \mathbb{N} \).

**Theorem 2.13.** There exist infinitely many pairwise disjoint very strongly central subsets of \( \mathbb{N} \).

**Proof.** Let \( X = \mathbb{R}/\mathbb{Z} \), identify \( X \) with \( [-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}] \) and let \( \alpha \) be an irrational number. Define \( T : X \to X \) by \( T(x) = w(x + \alpha) \). Then as is well known, \((X, (T^n)_{n \in \mathbb{N}})\) is a minimal dynamical system. Choose a sequence \( \{U_n\}_{n=1}^\infty \) of pairwise disjoint open subsets of \( X \) with \( 0 \in \text{cl}U_n \) for each \( n \). Then by Theorem 2.9, for each \( n \), \( \{ x \in \mathbb{N} : T_n(0) \in U_n \} \) is very strongly central. \( \square \)
Question 2.14. Let $A$ be a strongly central subset of $\mathbb{N}$. Must $A$ contain infinitely many pairwise disjoint strongly central sets?

It is a consequence of [9, Theorem 3.3] that any central subset of $\mathbb{N}$ contains an uncountable family of almost disjoint central subsets of $\mathbb{N}$ that have no gaps longer than length 2. However, by [9, Corollary 4.2], there does not exist an uncountable family of almost disjoint central subsets of $\mathbb{N}$ if and only if their intersection is infinite.) However, by [9, Corollary 4.2], there does not exist an uncountable family of almost disjoint strongly central subsets of $\mathbb{N}$.

We have already observed that strongly central sets are syndetic, and syndetic sets are translation invariant, so every translation of a strongly central set is syndetic. We see now that the converse fails. (Recall by way of contrast that every piecewise syndetic set is a translate of a central set.)

Theorem 2.15. There exists a syndetic subset $C$ of $\mathbb{N}$ such that for all $x \in \mathbb{Z}$, $(x + C) \cap \mathbb{N}$ is not strongly central in $\mathbb{N}$.

Proof. For $x \in \mathbb{N}$ define $\text{supp}(x) \subseteq \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\}$ by $x = \sum_{t \in \text{supp}(x)} 2^t$. Let $\mathcal{H} = \bigcap_{n=1}^{\infty} cl(2^n \mathbb{N})$. Let $A = \{ x \in \mathbb{N} : \text{max supp}(x) \text{ is even} \}$ and $B = \{ x \in \mathbb{N} : \text{max supp}(x) \text{ is odd} \}$. We see now that the converse fails. (Recall by way of contrast that every piecewise syndetic set is a translate of a central set.)

Theorem 2.15. There exists a syndetic subset $C$ of $\mathbb{N}$ such that for all $x \in \mathbb{Z}$, $(x + C) \cap \mathbb{N}$ is not strongly central in $\mathbb{N}$.

Proof. For $x \in \mathbb{N}$ define $\text{supp}(x) \subseteq \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\}$ by $x = \sum_{t \in \text{supp}(x)} 2^t$. Let $\mathcal{H} = \bigcap_{n=1}^{\infty} cl(2^n \mathbb{N})$. Let $A = \{ x \in \mathbb{N} : \text{max supp}(x) \text{ is even} \}$ and $B = \{ x \in \mathbb{N} : \text{max supp}(x) \text{ is odd} \}$. In either case we have a contradiction.

We must then have that $x$ is even. Pick $q \in clA \cap \mathcal{H}$. Then $\mathbb{N} + q \subseteq clB$ so $\beta \mathbb{N} + q \subseteq clN$. We see now that the converse fails. (Recall by way of contrast that every piecewise syndetic set is a translate of a central set.)

Corollary 2.16. There exists a syndetic subset $D$ of $\mathbb{Z}$ such that for all $x \in \mathbb{Z}$, $x + D$ is not strongly central in $\mathbb{Z}$.

Proof. Pick $C$ as guaranteed by Theorem 2.15. Let $D = C \cup -C$. It is routine to verify that $D$ is syndetic in $\mathbb{Z}$. Let $x \in \mathbb{Z}$ and suppose that $x + D$ is strongly central in $\mathbb{Z}$. Since $(x + C) \cap \mathbb{N}$ is not strongly central in $\mathbb{N}$, pick a minimal left ideal $L$ of $\beta \mathbb{N}$ such that $(x + C) \cap \mathbb{N}$ is not a member of any idempotent in $L$. By [15, Theorem 4.37], $L$ is a minimal left ideal of $\mathbb{N}^* = \beta \mathbb{N} \setminus \mathbb{N}$ and by [15, Exercise 4.3.5], $\mathbb{N}^*$ is a left ideal of $\beta \mathbb{Z}$, so by [15, Lemma 1.43], $L$ is a minimal left ideal of $\beta \mathbb{Z}$. It thus suffices to show that $x + D$ is not a member of an idempotent in $L$.

So suppose instead we have an idempotent $p \in L$ such that $x + D \in p$ and thus $(x + D) \cap \mathbb{N} \in p$. We then have that $(x + D) \cap \mathbb{N} \setminus ((x + C) \cap \mathbb{N}) \in p$. This is a contradiction since $(x + D) \cap \mathbb{N} \setminus ((x + C) \cap \mathbb{N})$ is finite.
3. Returns of polynomials near zero mod 1

This section is devoted to the proof of our main result in this paper, Theorem 3.2, which was formulated in the introduction. In view of the discussion in Section 2 and in view of the fact that the implications \((a) \Rightarrow (b), (b) \Rightarrow (c),\) and \((c) \Rightarrow (d)\) are all trivial, one only needs to show that \((d)\) implies \((e)\) and \((e)\) implies \((a)\). Also, as can be seen in the proof of Theorem 3.2, the proof that \((d)\) implies \((e)\) is quite easy. So the main difficulty is in establishing the implication \((e) \Rightarrow (a)\).

In view of statement \((a)\) of Theorem 2.9, one is tempted to look for a minimal dynamical system \((X, (T^n)_n \in \mathbb{N})\) such that for some point \(y \in X\) and some open subset \(W\) of \(X\) with \(y \in \text{cl} W, \{n \in \mathbb{N} : T^n(y) \in W\} \subseteq \{n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(n)), w(P_2(n)), \ldots, w(P_v(n))) \in U\}\). One can indeed construct a minimal dynamical system with \(X = \mathbb{T}^d\) for some \(d \in \mathbb{N}\) such that some set of \(v\) coordinates of the orbit of \((0, 0, \ldots, 0) \in \mathbb{T}^d\) looks like \((w(P_1(n)), w(P_2(n)), \ldots, w(P_v(n)))\) and from this one can derive the desired result.

We, however, choose a somewhat different approach. Namely we will prove first a rather special looking case of Theorem 3.2, namely Theorem 3.1, and then show from this one can derive the desired result.

Theorem 3.1. Let \(k, l \in \mathbb{N}\) and let \(\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_l\) be real numbers for which \(1, \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_l\) are linearly independent over \(\mathbb{Q}\). Let \(U\) be an open subset of \(\mathbb{T}^{kl}\) for which \(0 \in \text{cl} U\). Then

\[
\{x \in \mathbb{N} : (w(\mu_1x), w(\mu_2x), \ldots, w(\mu_lx), w(\mu_1x^2), w(\mu_2x^2), \ldots, w(\mu_lx^2), \ldots, w(\mu_1x^k), w(\mu_2x^k), \ldots, w(\mu_lx^k)) \in U\}
\]

is very strongly central.

Proof. We show now that there exists a homeomorphism \(T : \mathbb{T}^{kl} \to \mathbb{T}^{kl}\) such that for each \(n \in \mathbb{N}, T^n(0, 0, \ldots, 0) = (\mu_1n, \mu_1n^2, \ldots, \mu_ln^k, \ldots, \mu_1n^2, \ldots, \mu_ln^k)\). To construct \(T\) we first define for each \(i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, l\}\) the homeomorphism \(T_i : \mathbb{T}^k \to \mathbb{T}^k\) by \(T_i(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k) = (x_1 + \mu_i, 2x_1 + x_2 + \mu_i, 3x_1 + 3x_2 + x_3 + \mu_i, \ldots, \left(\frac{i}{k}\right)x_1 + \left(\frac{i}{k}\right)x_2 + \ldots + \left(\frac{i}{k}\right)x_k + \mu_i)\).

By an easy induction one has that for each \(n \in \mathbb{N}, T_i^n(0, 0, \ldots, 0) = (\mu_i n, \mu_i n^2, \ldots, \mu_i n^k)\).

Now let \(T = T_1 \times \ldots \times T_l\). That is, \(T : \mathbb{T}^{kl} \to \mathbb{T}^{kl}\) is defined as

\[
T(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{kl}) = T_1(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k)^{-1} T_2(x_{k+1}, x_{k+2}, \ldots, x_{2k})^{-1} \ldots T_l(x_{(l-1)k+1}, x_{(l-1)k+2}, \ldots, x_{lk}),
\]

where \(^{-1}\) denotes concatenation so that, for example, \((1, 3, 2)_{-1} (2, 1) = (1, 3, 2, 2, 1)\).

As we remarked earlier, by statement \((a)\) of Theorem 2.9, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that the dynamical system \((\mathbb{T}^{kl}, (T^n)_n \in \mathbb{N})\) is minimal. By [13, Theorem 1.01], \((T^n(\overline{0}) : n \in \mathbb{N})\) is dense in \(\mathbb{T}^{kl}\) so by [12, Theorem 1.17] it suffices to show that \(\overline{0} = (0, 0, \ldots, 0)\) is a uniformly recurrent point of \((\mathbb{T}^{kl}, (T^n)_n \in \mathbb{N})\). To this end, let \(V\) be a neighborhood of \(\overline{0}\) and let \(A = \{n \in \mathbb{N} : T^n(\overline{0}) \in V\}\). By [12,
Theorem 1.21], the set $A$ is syndetic in $\mathbb{Z}$ and therefore in $\mathbb{N}$ so that $\overline{U}$ is uniformly recurrent, as claimed. \hfill $\square$

We now indicate other ways to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 using classical results. We observe that, as is well known, if $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, l\}$ (so $\mu_i \notin \mathbb{Q}$), then $T_i$ is minimal and distal (i.e., for all $x, y \in T^k$, if the infimum of the distances between $T^m(x)$ and $T^n(y)$ as $n$ ranges over $\mathbb{N}$ is 0, then $x = y$). The property of distality is obvious from the definition of $T_i$. As for the minimality, it may be proved in a number of ways. For example, it follows from [12, Lemma 1.25]. Another way to see that $T_i$ is minimal is to invoke the simple fact [1, Corollary 7, p. 69] that a distal flow is minimal if and only if there is a point with dense orbit. The fact that in $(T^k, \langle T^n_i \rangle_{n \in \mathbb{N}})$ one has a point with dense orbit follows immediately from the fact that for each $n \in \mathbb{N}$, $T^n(0, 0, \ldots, 0) = (\mu_i n, \mu_i n^2, \ldots, \mu_i n^k)$ and that the sequence $\langle (\mu_i n, \mu_i n^2, \ldots, \mu_i n^k) \rangle$ is dense, indeed, uniformly distributed, in $T^k$. The denseness was established by Hardy and Littlewood in the result cited above and the uniform distribution was proved by Weyl [19]. Or see Section 1.6 and especially exercise 6.8 of [17]. See also [12, Theorem 1.26 and Paragraph 3 in Chapter 3].

Note that since $1, \mu_1, \ldots, \mu_l$ are linearly independent over $\mathbb{Q}$, $T$ is a minimal transformation. Again, this can be seen in a variety of ways. In particular, each of the following three possibilities works.

(1) It is a corollary of an appropriately modified version of [12, Lemma 1.25].
(2) By using [13, Theorem 1.011].
(3) By applying Weil’s criterion in the form of [17, Theorem 6.3].

We are now ready to prove the main theorem.

**Theorem 3.2.** Let $v \in \mathbb{N}$ and for $u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}$, let $P_u$ be a polynomial with real coefficients and zero constant term. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) Whenever $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ with $\overline{U} \in cU$, 
\[ \{ n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(n)), w(P_2(n)), \ldots, w(P_v(n))) \in U \} \] is very strongly central.

(b) Whenever $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ with $\overline{U} \in cU$, 
\[ \{ n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(n)), w(P_2(n)), \ldots, w(P_v(n))) \in U \} \] is strongly central.

(c) Whenever $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ with $\overline{U} \in cU$, 
\[ \{ n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(n)), w(P_2(n)), \ldots, w(P_v(n))) \in U \} \] is central.

(d) Whenever $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ with $\overline{U} \in cU$, 
\[ \{ n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(n)), w(P_2(n)), \ldots, w(P_v(n))) \in U \} \neq \emptyset. \]

(e) Any nontrivial linear combination of $\{ P_u : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \}$ over $\mathbb{Q}$ has at least one irrational coefficient.

**Proof.** That (a) implies (b), (b) implies (c), and (c) implies (d) is trivial.

To see that (d) implies (e) assume that (e) does not hold. Then there are integers, $h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_v$, not all zero, such that all the coefficients of $h_1 P_1 + h_2 P_2 + \ldots + h_v P_v$ are integers. So $w(h_1 P_1(n) + h_2 P_2(n) + \ldots + h_v P_v(n)) = 0$ for every $n \in \mathbb{N}$. Now $\tau : T^v \rightarrow T$ defined by $\tau(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_v) = h_1 t_1 + h_2 t_2 + \ldots + h_v t_v$ is continuous. Let $U = \{ \vec{t} \in T^v : \tau(\vec{t}) \neq 0 \}$. Then $U$ is an open subset of $T^v$ for which $\overline{U} \in c(U)$. (So (d) does not hold.

To see that (e) implies (a), assume that any nontrivial linear combination of $\{ P_u : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \}$ over $\mathbb{Q}$ has at least one irrational coefficient, let $U$ be an open subset of $T^v$ with $\overline{U} \in cU$. Pick $k \in \mathbb{N}$ and for $u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}$ pick $\langle a_{u,s} \rangle_{s=1}^k$
in $\mathbb{R}$ such that for each $x$, $P_u(x) = \sum_{s=1}^{k} a_{u,s}x^s$. Let $1, \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_l$ be linearly independent over $\mathbb{Q}$ such that \( \{a_{u,s} : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \text{ and } s \in \{1, 2, \ldots, k\} \} \) is contained in the rational linear span of \( \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_l\} \). For $u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}$ and $t \in \{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$, let \( \langle \alpha(u, s, i) \rangle_{i \in L} \) be the rational numbers such that $a_{u,s} = \alpha(u, s, 0) + \sum_{i=1}^{l} \alpha(u, s, i)\mu_i$. Then for each $u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}$ and $x \in \mathbb{N}$,

$$P_u(x) = Q_u(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{l} \sum_{s=1}^{k} \alpha(u, s, i)\mu_i x^s$$

where $Q_u(x) = \sum_{s=1}^{k} \alpha(u, s, 0)x^s$.

Let $M$ be the $v \times kl$ matrix

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\alpha(1, 1, l) & \alpha(1, 1, l) & \alpha(1, 2, 1) & \ldots & \alpha(1, 2, l) & \ldots & \alpha(1, k, 1) & \ldots & \alpha(1, k, l) \\
\alpha(2, 1, l) & \alpha(2, 1, l) & \alpha(2, 2, 1) & \ldots & \alpha(2, 2, l) & \ldots & \alpha(2, k, 1) & \ldots & \alpha(2, k, l) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\alpha(v, 1, l) & \alpha(v, 1, l) & \alpha(v, 2, 1) & \ldots & \alpha(v, 2, l) & \ldots & \alpha(v, k, 1) & \ldots & \alpha(v, k, l)
\end{pmatrix}
$$

Then $M$ has rank $v$. (If not, then there exist \( \gamma_1, \gamma_2, \ldots, \gamma_h \in \mathbb{Q} \) \( v \cup \{U\} \) such that for each $t \in \{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$ and $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, l\}$, $\sum_{i=1}^{l} \gamma_i \alpha(u, t, i) = 0$ and consequently, $\sum_{i=1}^{l} \gamma_i P_u = \sum_{i=1}^{l} Q_u$, a polynomial with all rational coefficients.)

We first consider the special case in which all the entries of $M$ as well as all of the numbers $\alpha(u, s, 0)$ are integers. We regard the elements of $\mathbb{R}^{kl}$ and $\mathbb{T}^{kl}$ as column vectors, so that $M\bar{x}$ is defined if $\bar{x} \in \mathbb{R}^{kl}$ or if $\bar{x} \in \mathbb{T}^{kl}$. Further recall that we are taking $\mathbb{T} = [-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}]$, so in particular $(-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}) \subseteq \mathbb{T}$. Let $\phi : \mathbb{T}^{kl} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^v$ and $L : \mathbb{R}^{kl} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^v$ be the functions defined by $\phi(\bar{x}) = M\bar{x}$ and $L(\bar{x}) = M\bar{x}$, where in the first case the computations are done in $\mathbb{T}$ and in the second they are done in $\mathbb{R}$. Pick $\delta > 0$ such that for all $\bar{x} \in (-\delta, \delta)^{kl}$, $\phi(\bar{x}) = L(\bar{x})$. Since the rank of $M$ is $v$, we have that $L$ is surjective, and therefore by the Open Mapping Theorem, $L$ is an open map. (One may verify this instance of the Open Mapping Theorem as follows. Let $V_1 = \{x \in \mathbb{R}^{kl} : Mx = 0\}$ Then there is a vector subspace $V_2$ of $\mathbb{R}^{kl}$ such that $\mathbb{R}^{kl} = V_1 \oplus V_2$ and the restriction of $M$ to $V_2$ is an isometry between $V_2$ and $\mathbb{R}^v$. It is then obvious that $M$ is an open map.)

We claim that $U \in \phi^{-1}[-U]$. To this end, let $W$ be an open neighborhood of $\bar{0}$ in $\mathbb{T}^{kl}$ with $W \subseteq (-\delta, \delta)^{kl}$. Then $W$ is an open neighborhood of $\bar{0}$ in $\mathbb{R}^{kl}$ so $L[W]$ is an open neighborhood of $\bar{0}$ in $\mathbb{R}^v$ and thus also in $\mathbb{T}^v$. Pick $\bar{x} \in \mathbb{T}^{kl}$ such that $L(\bar{x}) \in U$. Then $\bar{x} \in W \cap \phi^{-1}[-U]$. Let

$$B = \{n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(\mu_1n), w(\mu_2n), w(\mu_kn)) \in \phi^{-1}[U] \cap (-\delta, \delta)^{kl}\}.$$ 

Then by Theorem 3.1, $B$ is very strongly central. We claim that

$$B \subseteq \{n \in \mathbb{N} : \left(w(P_1(n)), w(P_2(n)), \ldots, w(P_v(n))\right) \in U\}.$$

To this end let $n \in B$. Then $L(w(\mu_1n), w(\mu_2n), \ldots, w(\mu_kn)) \in U$ and

$$L(w(\mu_1n), w(\mu_2n), \ldots, w(\mu_kn)) = M \begin{pmatrix}
w(\mu_1n) \\
w(\mu_2n) \\
\vdots \\
w(\mu_kn)
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
w(P_1(n)) \\
w(P_2(n)) \\
\vdots \\
w(P_v(n))
\end{pmatrix}$$

because $w(Q_u(n)) = 0$ for all $u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}$. This establishes (a) in the special case in which all the numbers $\alpha(u, s, i)$ are integers.
To establish the general case, choose \( d \in \mathbb{N} \) for which all the numbers \( d \alpha (u, s, i) \) are integers. Since \( dM \) is the matrix corresponding to the polynomials \( dP_1, dP_2, \ldots, dP_v \), it follows from the special case considered that

\[
\{ n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(\alpha (n)), w(\beta (n)), \ldots, w(\gamma (n))) \in d(U \cap (-\frac{1}{2d}, \frac{1}{2d})^v) \}
\]

is very strongly central. Since multiplication by \( d \) is an injective map on the subset \((-\frac{1}{2d}, \frac{1}{2d})^v \) of \( \mathbb{T}^v \), the proof is complete. \( \square \)

Corollary 3.3. Suppose that \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_v \) are polynomials with real coefficients and zero constant term and that any nontrivial linear combination of these polynomials over \( \mathbb{Q} \) has at least one irrational coefficient. Let \( G \) be the set of real numbers \( c \) such that

\[ (*) \text{ whenever } U \text{ is an open subset of } \mathbb{T}^v \text{ for which } \left( w(P_1(c)), w(P_2(c)), \ldots, w(P_v(c)) \right) \in c \ell U, \]

one has that \( \{ n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(P_1(n+c)), w(P_2(n+c)), \ldots, w(P_v(n+c))) \in U \} \) is very strongly central.

Then \( \mathbb{Q} \subseteq G \) and \( \mathbb{R} \setminus G \) is countable.

Proof. For \( c \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \), let \( Q_{c,u}(x) = P_u(x + c) - P_u(c) \) and note that \( Q_{c,u} \) is a real polynomial with zero constant term. We claim that to show that \( c \in G \), it suffices to show that any nontrivial linear combination of \( \{ Q_{c,u} : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \} \) over \( \mathbb{Q} \) has at least one irrational coefficient. Assume we have done so, let \( U \) be an open subset of \( \mathbb{T}^v \) for which \( \{ w(P_1(c)), w(P_2(c)), \ldots, w(P_v(c)) \} \in c \ell U \), and let \( V = \{ w(P_1(c)), w(P_2(c)), \ldots, w(P_v(c)) \} + U \). Then \( \mathbb{Q} \subseteq G \) so by Theorem 3.2, \( \{ n \in \mathbb{N} : (w(Q_{1,1}(n+c)), w(Q_{1,2}(n+c)), \ldots, w(Q_{1,v}(n+c))) \in V \} \) is very strongly central. Thus the claim is established.

Let \( k = \max \{ \deg(P_u) : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \} \) and for each \( u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \), let \( \langle a_{u,s} \rangle_{s=1}^k \) be such that \( P_u(x) = \sum_{s=1}^k a_{u,s} x^s \).

To see that \( \mathbb{Q} \subseteq G \), let \( c \in \mathbb{Q} \) be given and let \( \{ b_{u,s} \}_{s=1}^k \) be such that \( Q_{c,u}(x) = \sum_{s=1}^k b_{u,s} x^s \). Let \( A \) and \( B \) be the \( v \times k \) matrices with entries \( a_{u,s} \) and \( b_{u,s} \) respectively. Let

\[
C = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
2c & 1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
3c^2 & 3c & 1 & \ldots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
(\binom{k}{1})c^{k-1} & (\binom{k}{2})c^{k-2} & (\binom{k}{3})c^{k-3} & \ldots & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Then \( B = AC \) and \( C \), being lower triangular, is invertible. Suppose that there is a nontrivial linear combination of \( \{ Q_{c,u} : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \} \) over \( \mathbb{Q} \) with no rational coefficients. That is to say, there is a nonzero \( 1 \times v \) matrix \( R \) over \( \mathbb{Q} \) such that all entries of \( RB \) are rational. But then all entries of \( RA = RBC^{-1} \) are rational, while any nontrivial linear combination of \( \{ P_u : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\} \} \) over \( \mathbb{Q} \) has at least one irrational coefficient, a contradiction.

To complete the proof, we show that for all except countably many values of \( c \) and all \( \{ \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_v \} \in \mathbb{Q}^v \setminus \{ 0 \} \), the linear coefficient of \( \sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u Q_{c,u}(x) \) is irrational. For this, it in turn suffices to show that for a given \( \{ \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_v \} \) and all but countably many values of \( c \), the linear coefficient of \( \sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u Q_{c,u}(x) \) is irrational.
So let \((\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_v) \in \mathbb{Q}^v \setminus \{\overline{0}\}\) be given. For each \(u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}\), the linear coefficient of \(Q_{c,u}(x)\) is \(\sum_{j=1}^{k} a_{u,j} j^c j^{c-1}\) so the linear coefficient of \(\sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u Q_{c,u}(x)\) is \(\sum_{j=1}^{k} j^c j^{c-1} \sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u a_{u,j}\).

Assume first that for all \(j \in \{2, 3, \ldots, k\}\), \(\sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u a_{u,1} = 0\). Then \(\sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u a_{u,1}\) is irrational (since \(\sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u P_u(x)\) is a nontrivial linear combination of \(\{P_u : u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}\}\) and \(\sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u a_{u,1}\) is the linear coefficient of \(\sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u Q_{c,u}(x)\).

Finally, assume that for some \(j \in \{2, 3, \ldots, k\}\), \(\sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u a_{u,j} \neq 0\). Then
\[
\sum_{j=1}^{k} j^c j^{c-1} \sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u a_{u,j}
\]
is a non-constant polynomial in \(c\). Given any rational number \(\delta\), there are at most \(k\) solutions to the equation \(\sum_{j=1}^{k} j^c j^{c-1} \sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u a_{u,j} = \delta\) so for all but countably many values of \(c\), \(\sum_{j=1}^{k} j^c j^{c-1} \sum_{u=1}^v \alpha_u a_{u,j}\) is irrational. \(\square\)

We show in the following example that \(\mathbb{Q}\) is the largest set that can be guaranteed to be contained in the set \(G\) of Corollary 3.3.

**Example 3.4.** Let \(c\) be irrational and let \(P(x) = x^2 - 2cx\). Then \(P(x+c) = x^2 + P(c)\). Let \(U = T \setminus \{w(P(c))\}\). Then \(\{n \in \mathbb{N} : w(P(n+c)) \in U\} = \emptyset\).

In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we used the fact from [12] that the set \(A\) is syndetic. In fact, in [12, Theorem 2.19] the much stronger fact that \(A\) is \(\text{IP}^+\) in \(\mathbb{N}\) is established.

We prove a stronger fact in a more general setting in the following two lemmas, where \(\mathbb{R}_d\) denotes \(\mathbb{R}\) with the discrete topology.

**Lemma 3.5.** Let \(P\) be a polynomial with real coefficients and zero constant term. Then for every idempotent \(p\) in \((\beta\mathbb{R}_d, +)\) and every \(q \in \beta\mathbb{R}_d\), \(w \circ P(p) = 0\) and \(w \circ P(q+p) = w \circ P(q)\), where \(w \circ P : \beta\mathbb{R}_d \to T\) is the continuous extension of \(w \circ P\).

**Proof.** The claim is clearly true if \(P = 0\) so assume that \(P\) has degree \(n \geq 1\) and that the claim holds for all polynomials of smaller degree. Let \(p\) be an idempotent in \((\beta\mathbb{R}_d, +)\). For any \(x\) and \(y\) in \(\mathbb{R}\), \(P(y+x) = P(y) + Q(x, y) + P(x)\), where, for any fixed \(y\), \(Q(x, y)\) is a polynomial in \(x\) with zero constant term and degree less than \(n\). Taking limits as \(x\) tends to \(p\), we get that for all \(y \in \mathbb{R}\),
\[
(\star) \quad w \circ P(y+p) = w(P(y)) + w \circ P(p).
\]
Taking limits as \(y\) tends to \(p\), we get from \((\star)\) that \(w \circ P(p) = 0\) so that for all \(y \in \mathbb{R}\), \(w \circ P(y+p) = w(P(y))\). Then taking limits as \(y\) tends to \(q\), we get \(w \circ P(q+p) = w \circ P(q)\). \(\square\)

Notice that the following lemma does not assert that the set \(A\) is nonempty. It does say that if it is nonempty, then it is big.

**Lemma 3.6.** Let \(v \in \mathbb{N}\) and for \(u \in \{1, 2, \ldots, v\}\), let \(P_u\) be a polynomial with real coefficients and zero constant term. Let \(S\) be a subsemigroup of \(\mathbb{R}_d\), let \(U\) be an open subset of \(T^v\), and let \(A = \{x \in S : \{w(P_1(x)), w(P_2(x)), \ldots, w(P_v(x))\} \in U\}\). Then for all \(x \in A\), \(-x + A\) is an \(\text{IP}^+\) set in \(S\).

**Proof.** It suffices to prove the result in case \(v = 1\) so let \(U\) be an open subset of \(T\), let \(A = \{x \in S : w(P_1(x)) \in U\}\), let \(x \in A\), and let \(p\) be an idempotent in
Let $f = w \circ P \circ \lambda_x$ and let $\tilde{f} : \beta \mathbb{R}_d \to \mathbb{T}$ be its continuous extension. Since $\tilde{f}$ is continuous, $\tilde{f}^{-1}[U]$ is a neighborhood of $p$ in $\beta \mathbb{R}_d$. So $-x + A = \{ s \in S : w(P_1(x + s)) \in U \} \subset p$. □
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